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Despite the drag that the pandemic placed on our plans,

momentum, and energies, we have managed to respond

responsibly to the pandemic. Although the microscopic

pathogen put a hold on many field projects, off-field impertinent

projects moved forward.  Running projects through various

alternatives in such adversity has made us more resilient.
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Also, this has given us an ample amount of time to improve and

smooth our internal activities. This is certainly the new normal

and we are obligated to get used to it. We are more than thrilled

to provide you with more market and social research services in

the near future.
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Although there are still many unknowns, one thing that is for

certain is that workplaces will never be the same as before the

pandemic. We are navigating the “new normal” by coming up

with the return to work plans very soon. 

Furthermore, we would like to urge everyone to get vaccinated

as  soon as they can. This is the only solution to slow down this

highly contagious exasperating virus and to save our loved

ones from peril. So, let's be a responsible citizen and get

vaccinated whenever we can.

In addition to that, we would like to extend our gratitude to 

 everyone who directly and indirectly supported us during this

adversity. We highly appreciate your support and patience.
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The growing number of internet users with smartphone penetration is adding the trend in

digital media especially in social media platforms. The industry insiders assume social media

platforms are an effective tool to promote products and services on low budgets.

In the present era, digital marketing has completely revolutionized the ways of business

promotion. Digital Marketing is a component of marketing. It utilizes online or web-based

digital technologies such as cell phones, computers, and other platforms for the promotion

of its products and services.

Digital Marketing, A Growing Trend In Nepal But
Challenges Remain

The high rise in the use of digital devices among the populace is making many companies

rely on digital marketing for business growth. The growing number of social media users is

key to the growth of the digital marketing business in Nepal. During this Covid time, small to

big companies are shifting their ATL budget to digital due the cuts in the advertising

expenses. These companies are using digital platforms mostly for brand visibility and

presence. The usage of digital platforms has been more prominent in the startups business

due to the limited budgets. 

In Nepal, Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, Viber, Tiktok are highly used digital platforms.  The

broadband connectivity and price cuts in the internet services has boomed the use of digital

platforms among Nepali consumers. Social media platforms have been a effective tool to

divert the traffic to the organization websites.

Digital Marketing is a growing field across sectors today. While it comes with a plethora of

opportunities, some challenges must be overcome to fully harness the capabilities of this

opportunity. The biggest challenge lies in identifying the channel(s) which fit your business

requirements. While each channel has its reach, advantages, and richness, there are

associated costs with each of them. Every business has a fixed marketing budget and thus

needs to invest wisely to maximize its returns. The problem is how to choose. No one wants

to miss the bus. Especially with the emerging social media marketing, companies need some

preliminary research to identify the best digital platforms and target audience for their

business at the optimal cost.

Most companies are reactive rather than proactive in choosing the channel for their

business. They choose a channel because others in the industry are doing so, avoiding their

business model. What is required is an inside-out approach. Here the business leaders

identify what are their objectives and which channel fits best concerning these objectives.

Unfortunately, businesses today are falling into the trap of doing the reverse. They select a

channel and then see how it can meet their objective. It's not just the choice of the channel

which is challenging, but also different channels need to be chosen at different times,

depending on the changing market dynamics. 
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Besides, marketers are being asked to take on more and more every year but their budgets

remain stagnant. 46% of marketers said getting increased investment or support from

leadership continues to be a top challenge. It demands identifying decision makers,

influencers and contributors, understanding their needs and creating powerful narratives to

make the case for and secure incremental investment.

Also, Businesses need to align their digital marketing efforts with the traditional ones. These

two should complement rather than cannibalize each other. Simply marketing through a

plethora of channels would not serve the purpose. Businesses need to structure their

marketing campaigns to reap the maximum benefits. Customer expectations are at an all-

time high. They need and appreciate customized products, customized buying

recommendations, personalized attention even digitally. This has to be done at the right

frequency.

In addition to that, Businesses lag behind in cracking the best digital marketing strategy.

Leaders need a digital marketing strategy based on category dynamics and the

requirements of their business. Effective strategy demands targeting customer opportunities,

assessing capabilities, prioritizing gaps and establishing the roadmap to turn customer

insight into growth. The path to effective digital marketing requires assembling the right

experts, using best practices and immersive collaboration to gain buy-in for the strategy

across teams, functions and geographies.

To conclude, while digital marketing is necessary, it is onerous to select the appropriate

channel. Furthermore, marketers need to understand how to effectively use the channel of

digital marketing. They need to be prompt to identify what would work for them in the short

and the long run. Marketers and leaders must harness data from multiple digital sources.

This shall create measurement systems that can scale across the organization and provide

both qualitative and quantitative insights to prove the value of digital marketing. No doubt,

digital marketing is here to stay. The challenges if overcome will help each business to

differentiate and grow as a leader in its industry.



An advertising agency is a specialized organization helping its clients to adopt advertising

for marketing their goods and services in the most effective manner. For the last two

decades there has been a level of acceptance by the management that advertisement is

required to promote the brand irrespective of the company size. Companies have finally

accepted the fact that they need a professional advertising agency to promote their brands.

The industry has changed their horizon and scope as per the market needs. Capacity

development and skill enhancement through trainings, workshops and seminars has been

prioritized by most of the agencies. We have seen quality improvement with new and

contextual creativity by local advertising agencies. These local agencies are doing amazing

work to promote local brands.

However, Nepali advertising agencies need to monitor and update the changing trends in

the international arena. Collaborative and joint effort with international advertising agencies

for skill enhancement of Nepali advertising fraternity has been the necessity for the Nepali

advertising agencies.
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Clients’ Expectations From Nepalese Advertising
Agencies

Most of the Nepali brands are limited within the national boundary. They are focused less on

exploring the market opportunities of our Nepali brands in the international areas. The vision

and the budget are the primary factors that limit Nepali brands to be acknowledged as an

internationally recognized brand. Advertising is all about big ideas and the joint effort of the

advertisers and the advertising agencies would obviously be able to create a legendary

brand. Agencies should be able to co-work with their clients so as to understand the

problems of the brand in detail, identify the real need, and provide the best creatives.

Both the advertisers and advertising agencies are equally responsible. There has been a lack

of support by the advertisers in the content development. On the agency side, the

international campaign and activation shall be taken as an inspiration message rather than

translation. The ideas and messages need to be contextualized in the local context. Sharing

of success stories among local agencies can also help in creating fresh and authentic

advertisements.

Furthermore, there is a bottleneck in the budgetary requirement for the promotion of the

brand. This also depends upon the size of the companies. Big companies shall be

comfortable to allocate sufficient budget and take the risk. However, for small companies,

unless and until there is a certainty in terms of return, there is always a budget constraint.

Nepali advertisers are risk averse and love to adopt the pattern as in international campaigns

and activations. Further, experimentation of the ideas, concept testing and consumer

preference studies are prerequisite in developing optimal plans and ideas. Therefore, half of

the issues will be solved if clients start taking advertising agencies as business partners. The

industry has been ever changing and in times to come it will evolve drastically.


